BSBE Publications 2013

David Adams

http://usj.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/07/29/0042098013497410
(with M. Hardman)


(with A. Scott)


Abdul-Rasheed Amidu

Amidu, A.-R. (2013) Practice-based body of real estate knowledge Final research report to the RICS Research Trust (with D. Boyd and M. Smith)

David Boyd


Boyd, D. (2013) *CIB Research Roadmap: Clients and Users in Construction* CIB, Rotterdam (with K. Haugbølle) Received the annual CIB Programme Committee Commendation


Claudia Carter


David Chapman

M. Seljuk Cıdık (PhD student)


Beck Collins (PhD student)


Collins, B. (2013) ‘The process of an intervention for change’, paper presented at the TEE Faculty Research Conference, Birmingham City University, Birmingham, March


Rachel Curzon


Mike Hardman (PhD student / post-doctoral researcher)


Hardman, M. (2013) *Building a 'bigger society': going beyond the 'usual suspects' in a local community training programme* Working Paper no. 17, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU (with P.J. Larkham, A. Scott, R. Curzon and J. Lamb)


Angela Kilby

Kilby, A. (2013) ‘First impressions: a look at student experience in the first months of being a BSBE undergraduate’, paper presented at RESCON 2013, Birmingham City University (with W. Vincent, N. Schiessel Harvey and others)

Julian Lamb

Lamb, J. (2013) ‘The sustainable graduate: the problem isn’t the problem, the problem is the attitude to the problem’, keynote presentation, EPSIAE 2013 (European Programme for Sustainable ICT in Academic Education), Birmingham, April


Peter Larkham

Larkham, P.J. (2013) *The Blitz and its legacy: wartime destruction to post-war*
Larkham, P.J. (2013) 'The Blitz, its experiences, its consequences', in Clapson, M. and Larkham, P.J. (Eds) The Blitz and its legacy: wartime destruction to post-war reconstruction Ashgate, Farnham (with M. Clapson)


Larkham, P.J. (ed.) (2013) When we build again Routledge, Abingdon


Larkham, P.J. (lead author) (2013) Building a 'bigger society': going beyond the 'usual suspects' in a local community training programme Working Paper no. 17, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU (with M. Hardman, A. Scott, R. Curzon and J. Lamb)


Larkham, P.J. (2013) 'Re-shaping the post-war city: re-planning, rebuilding, re-valuing', paper presented at the conference 'The transformation of urban Britain since 1945', University of Leicester (with D. Adams)


Mohammad Mayouf (PhD student)


Nick Morton


Ben Onyido (PhD student)


Onyido, T. (2013) ‘Supply chain localisation as a social and environmental business value: how applicable is this in practical terms?’, paper presented at the 2nd International Conference on Social Responsibility, Ethics and Sustainable Business, Bournemouth

Mark Reed


Reed, M.S. (2013) Developing place-based approaches for payments for ecosystem services, final technical report for DEFRA, URS, London (with T. Quick and 5 colleagues)

Reed, M.S. (2013) The value of potential marine protected areas in the UK to divers and sea anglers UK National Ecosystem Assessment interim report. UNEP-WCMC, Cambridge (with J.O. Kenter and 11 colleagues)


How vulnerable is your livelihood to climate change? (guest blog for NERC/ESRC/UKAID ESPA programme)

Should research(ers) get emotional? (my Sustainable Learning blog)

Alister Scott


Keynotes and invited papers

Scott, A.J. (2013) ‘Illuminating the rural urban fringe’, keynote paper for the Swedish Agricultural University, LRF (Federation of Swedish Farmers) and City of Malmo public lecture, Malmo, February (with D. Collier)


Scott, A.J. (2013) ‘To boldly go: a journey through the rural-urban fringe’, invited research talk to the University of Salford, February


Scott, A.J. (2013) ‘Bridging ecosystems research within the built and natural environment professions’, Landbridge professional network workshop, University of Aston, Birmingham, June


Scott, A.J. (2013) ‘Plainsopoly: from rural urban fringe to the great plains’, keynote paper for the Rural Futures conference, University of Lincoln, Nebraska, November

Nicki Schiessel Harvey


Julian Sidoli del Ceno


Matthew Smith

Smith, M. (2013) *Practice-based body of real estate knowledge* Final research report to the RICS Research Trust (with A.-R. Amidu and D. Boyd)

**Niraj Thurairajah**


Thurairajah, N. (2013) *Sustainable capacity development for the provision of sustainable energy solutions for buildings: what environmental business values are necessary?* Working Paper no. 25, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU (with B. Onyido and D. Boyd)

**Associated staff**


Press coverage

And in the *Birmingham Post* 7 February

Peter Larkham’s work on *When we build again* was featured by the *Birmingham Post* 22 August, front page and pp. 22-23
Working Paper no. 23, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Brook, R. and Jarvis, M. (2013) * Trying to close the loop: post-war ring roads in Manchester*  
Working Paper no. 24, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Working Paper no. 20, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Collins, B. (2013) *Extending the idea of social capital: applications for community leaders*  
Working Paper no. 19, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU (with D. Boyd)

Hardman, M. (with Salford University’s Cultural Economy Students) (2013) *Food and the City: a commentary on the current rhetoric*  
Working Paper no. 18, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Larkham, P.J. (2013) *The London Regional Reconstruction Committee: architects, exhibitions, and post-war visions for replanning*  
Working Paper no. 16, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Larkham, P.J. (2013) *Continual change: a century of urban conservation in England*  
Working Paper no. 21, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Larkham, P.J. (ed.) *Infrastructure and the rebuilt post-war city*  
Working Paper no. 22, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Working Paper no. 17, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Onyido, B., Boyd, D. and Thurairajah, N. (2013) *Sustainable capacity development for the provision of sustainable energy solutions for buildings: what environmental business values are necessary?*  
Working Paper no. 25, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU

Smith, J. (2013) *Protected areas: origins, criticisms and contemporary issues for outdoor recreation*  
Working Paper no. 15, Centre for Environment and Society Research, BCU
(A new initiative in 2013; many blogs focus on research-related current issues)

‘Planning processes for sustainable urban form’, Peter Larkham
‘How can we change energy behaviour? This is not the right question!’, Claudia Carter
‘A nation of couch potatoes?’ Antony Taft
‘Intangibles in buildings: Reality or mystery?’, Mohammad Mayouf
‘All knowledge is equal but some knowledge is more equal than others?’, Beck Collins
‘Software: solution or a new problem?’, Mohammad Mayouf
‘Are the streets of London really paved with gold?’, Roger Wall
‘The growth of the NUMBY’, Roger Wall
‘Can planning’s past tell us about planning’s future?’, Peter Larkham
‘Learning technologies in higher education – Friend or Foe?’, Ian McDonald
‘Putting the P back into planning’, Alister Scott
‘From co-production to performative knowledge exchange’, Claudia Carter
‘Ethics, universities and research’, Peter Larkham
‘Research and the academic world’, Peter Larkham
‘Why isn’t our research having a greater impact on UK society?’, Mark Reed
‘Has health and safety gone mad?’, Ian McDonald